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AML with complex karyotype: extreme genomic complexity
revealed by combined long-read sequencing and Hi-C technology
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Key Points

• Combination of long-
read sequencing and
Hi-C SV calling allows
the characterization
of genomic
rearrangements at an
unprecedented
resolution.

• Integration of genomic
SV calling data with
transcriptomic data
identifies novel
oncogenic fusions and
dysregulated
candidate driver genes.
t on
Acute myeloid leukemia with complex karyotype (CK-AML) is associated with poor prognosis,

which is only in part explained by underlying TP53 mutations. Especially in the presence of

complex chromosomal rearrangements, such as chromothripsis, the outcome of CK-AML is

dismal. However, this degree of complexity of genomic rearrangements contributes to the

leukemogenic phenotype and treatment resistance of CK-AML remains largely unknown.

Applying an integrative workflow for the detection of structural variants (SVs) based on

Oxford Nanopore (ONT) genomic DNA long-read sequencing (gDNA-LRS) and high-

throughput chromosome confirmation capture (Hi-C) in a well-defined cohort of CK-AML

identified regions with an extreme density of SVs. These rearrangements consisted to a large

degree of focal amplifications enriched in the proximity of mammalian-wide interspersed

repeat elements, which often result in oncogenic fusion transcripts, such as USP7::MVD, or

the deregulation of oncogenic driver genes as confirmed by RNA-seq and ONT direct

complementary DNA sequencing. We termed this novel phenomenon chromocataclysm.

Thus, our integrative SV detection workflow combing gDNA-LRS and Hi-C enables to unravel

complex genomic rearrangements at a very high resolution in regions hard to analyze by

conventional sequencing technology, thereby providing an important tool to identify novel

important drivers underlying cancer with complex karyotypic changes.
 14 February 2024
Introduction

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is the most common acute leukemia in adults with an incidence of ~4 new
cases annually per 100 000 inhabitants in the United States. Despite recent therapeutic advances, AML
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still shows the shortest survival time of all leukemias.1 The complex
karyotype subtype of AML (CK-AML) is associated with an even
poorer response to conventional therapy and has the worst
outcome of all cases. A complex karyotype is apparent in about
10% to 14% of all patients with AML, and it is defined as the
presence of ≥3 structural variants (SVs) in the absence of specific
recurring translocations and/or inversions; that is, t(8;21), inv(16)/
t(16;16), t(9;11), t(v;11)(v;q23.3), t(6;9), inv(3)/t(3;3), or AML with
BCR-ABL1.2-4 Inactivating TP53 mutations, often associated with
chromosomal instability, are present in the malignant cells of ~60%
to 70% of all CK-AML cases.5 Interestingly, frequently observed
mutations in other subtypes of AML (eg, mutations in FLT3, NPM1,
KRAS, NRAS, and KIT) are less common in CK-AML.6,7 Conse-
quently, it is likely that structural variants play an important role in the
pathogenesis and contribute to the very poor prognosis of CK-AML.

The detection and functional interpretation of SVs are a challenging
task in cancer research and poorly studied compared with the
effects of single-nucleotide variants88; even though SVs are thought
to play a major role in cancer biology.9 Several studies of CK-AML
using low resolution genomic tools identified complex rearrange-
ments associated with this disease. For instance, large copy number
variation (CNVs) can be reliably detected with array-CGH but
without positional information and precise breakpoint position.
Moreover, smaller CNVs and balanced rearrangements cannot be
detected by array-CGH (comparative genomic hybridization) or
other low resolution genomic tools such as single nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP) arrays and optical mapping.10 Short-read genomic
sequencing (GS) revolutionized the genomic field by identifying a
plethora of variations in the human genome. In fact, several studies
using short-read sequencing in cancer identified extremely complex
genomic rearrangements like chromothripsis. Chromothripsis is a
thought-to-be single catastrophic event, that is, currently thought to
be rather rare in AML; however, it was recently shown to occur in a
relatively high frequency (>50%) in several other cancers.11,12 In
AML, it is associated with an even poorer prognosis (average overall
survival of only 2-4 months) than CK-AML with less complex rear-
rangements.5,13 Although astonishing recent data based on short-
read sequencing contribute to a great extent to our knowledge
about structural variants in cancer,12 different approaches inte-
grating long- and short-read sequencing data bear great potential to
resolve complex SVs at a very high resolution and confidence. The
use of short-read whole GS is hampered by a low overlap of
detected breakpoints with other technologies, particularly when it
comes to the detection and reconstruction of complex events.14,15

The results from different SV calling algorithms in short-read
sequencing vary substantially and impair a comprehensive SV
interpretation in health and disease.16 Because of their long-read
length, genomic DNA long-read sequencing (gDNA-LRS) was
shown to be able to overcome some of the limitations of short-read
sequencing, mostly regarding complex rearrangements and break-
points in regions with repetitive elements.17,18

In this study, we provide a new workflow for precise SV character-
ization in tumors with very complex genomic rearrangements,
including cases with chromothripsis. For this workflow, we integrated
Oxford Nanopore (ONT) gDNA-LRS with short-read Hi-C (genomic
analysis technique) in a cohort of well-defined CK-AML samples. The
combination of both GS tools allowed us to unravel the complexity of
the genomic rearrangements in CK-AML at an unprecedented res-
olution. We observed how catastrophic genomic events lead to
14 NOVEMBER 2023 • VOLUME 7, NUMBER 21
extreme local breakpoint clustering, accompanied by focal amplifi-
cations. Combining genomic analyses with conventional RNA
sequencing and ONT direct complementary DNA (cDNA)
sequencing supported the potential pathogenic impact of rearranged
driver genes by showing the effect of high confidence SVs on gene
expression and the formation of fusion transcripts in CK-AML.

Methods

Participants and ethics approval

The study was performed with the approval of the Charité Ethics
Committee, Berlin, Germany. Fresh peripheral blood or bone
marrow biopsies of 11 patients with CK-AML and 5 healthy indi-
viduals were collected by the Hematology and Oncology depart-
ments of the Charité Universitätsmedizin Berlin and the University
of Ulm, Germany. All samples were collected with informed and
written consent from the patients and healthy individuals within the
German and Austrian AML Study Group (AMLSG) BiO Registry
study (NTC 01252485).

Karyotyping and mutational screening

For all patients with CK-AML, conventional karyotyping and geno-
typing for common AML mutations (FLT3, CEBPA, KMTA2,
NPM1, IDH1, and TP53) were performed. Karyotype complexity
was determined according to the European LeukemiaNet recom-
mendations.2 Basic clinical data as well as karyotyping and muta-
tional screening findings are shown in supplemental Table 1. TP53
pathogenic mutations were present in 5 of the 11 patients.

Samples collection and processing

Bone marrow or peripheral blood samples of all enrolled cases were
collected and subsequently frozen in liquid nitrogen at an average
density of 1 × 107 cells/mL, after Ficoll centrifugation to enrich for
leukemic blasts (>90% of total cells). CD34+ hematopoietic stem
enriched cell fractions were obtained via peripheral blood apheresis
of healthy hematopoietic stem cell donors after granulocyte colony-
stimulating factor stimulation. CD34+ purity >95% of total cell count
was confirmed by flow cytometry after purification. All cells used in
this study were thawed in RPMI 1640 medium (Thermo Fisher
Scientific), supplemented with 20% heat inactivated fetal bovine
serum (FBS), DNAse I (Sigma-Aldrich), Heparin (Merck), and MgCl2,
and incubated for 1 hour at 37◦C. Cells were then processed for Hi-
C library preparation and DNA/RNA isolation.

Hi-C library preparation and data analysis

Hi-C libraries were prepared and data analysis was performed as
described elsewhere.19 To adjust the protocol to the input material
of blood cells, fixation was performed at a final concentration of 1%
formaldehyde in RPMI 1640 medium. A total of 5 × 105 to 1 × 106

cells per replicate were used as an input for our Hi-C sequencing
pipeline and 2 to 4 Hi-C library replicates of each case were
sequenced to an approximated mean sequencing depth of 320
million fragments. In addition, 2 automatized breakend (BND)
detection tools, HiNT15,20 and hic_breakfinder,14 for Hi-C maps
were run on all CK-AML cases, using the standard settings.

RNA and DNA extraction

RNA and DNA extraction were performed with the AllPrep DNA/
RNA/Protein Mini Kit (Qiagen). RNA was quality checked on an
NANOPORE AND HI-C IN COMPLEX KARYOTYPE AML 6521
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Agilent Technologies Tape Station (RNA ScreenTape) and used
for downstream processing if an RNA integrity number value of
≥8.0 was reached.

ONT gDNA long-read sequencing library preparation,

sequencing and analysis

Using the ligation sequencing kit, gDNA was prepared for ONT
gDNA-LRS. DNA gDNA-LRS libraries were sequenced on a
GridION on R9.4.1 flowcells. Sequencing of the gDNA libraries
was performed until coverage of at least 10× for each patient was
reached. For detection of SVs, the gDNA bamfiles were processed
with the long-read SV caller NanoVar.21

ONT direct cDNA sequencing library preparation and

analysis

ONT direct cDNA sequencing using messenger RNA (mRNA) was
processed with the Dynabeads mRNA Purification Kit (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) for total RNA isolation. The mRNA was reverse
transcribed and prepared for ONT sequencing using the direct
cDNA Sequencing Kit. ONT cDNA files were processed with the
ONT version of the fusion caller JAFFA22 with standard settings
and alignment to human reference genome version 19 (hg19).

Illumina RNA sequencing and data analysis

RNA sequencing was performed on an Illumina NovaSeq 6000 in
triplicates for all CK-AML samples but CK1-Mut and CK11-Wt. To
benchmark gene expression in our cohort, we additionally performed
RNA sequencing for 5 CD34+ samples of healthy individuals in
single replicates. Stranded mRNA was isolated by Poly-A selection
and 100-bp paired-end sequencing was performed with 100 million
reads per replicate. Trimmed reads were aligned to the hg19 using
STAR,23 and transcripts assembly was performed using stringtie
with the GENCODE annotation (release 19).24 Furthermore, Illumina
RNA sequencing data were processed with the fusion caller
JAFFA22 using standard settings and alignment to hg19. Dysregu-
lation of genes was assessed using DESeq2,25 using protein-coding
genes, long-noncoding RNAs, and pseudogenes extracted from the
GENCODE annotation (release 19). Genes with an absolute log2
fold change of at least 1 and an adjusted P value of <.05 were
determined differentially expressed. Overrepresentation analysis
(ORA) of differentially expressed genes in gene ontology terms was
carried out using the WebGestalt R package.26

RNA expression data sets

RNAsequencingdata of theBeatAMLdata setwere downloaded from
GDC (genomic data commons) for 87 cases of AML, with myelodys-
plasia related changes, andCD34+ cell samples of 21 healthy controls.
Fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM)
values of this data set and ourCK-AMLRNA sequencing data set were
used for the generation of z score expression data heatmaps using the
pheatmap package in R. Microarray expression data for 30 CK-AML
cases were previously generated by our laboratory.27 This cohort also
included data from CD34+ cell samples of 3 healthy controls, which
were not published to date.

Identification of BND signatures and genomic

distribution

Categories and genomic location of repetitive elements were
downloaded from Repbase.28 The distribution of translocation and
6522 KLEVER et al
inversion BNDs in relation to genomic features was assessed as
follows: Genomic features (exons, introns, UTR3’ and UTR5’) were
downloaded from GENCODE (release 19). Promoter regions were
defined as regions located 1.5 kb upstream and 0.5 kb down-
stream of the transcription start sites.

Functional evaluation of fusion genes

Functional evaluation of the USP7::MVD fusion transcripts was
performed by cloning the cDNA in a pRSF91 retroviral vector. This
construct was transfected in NIH3T3 cells that were seeded in
high density with 1 to 2 μg/mL Polybrene (Sigma). Puromycin
selection was started 24 hours after transduction at concentrations
between 0.5 and 2 μg/mL. To monitor cellular proliferation, the
fusion-gene transduced cells were seeded at 2 × 105 density per
well and the number of viable cells was counted using trypan blue
staining from days 1 to 5. The quantification was performed in
triplicates.
Results

Cohort overview and structural variant detection

using Hi-C and gDNA LRS

We applied a combination of innovative genomic and tran-
scriptomic sequencing methods to comprehensively characterize a
cohort of 11 patients with CK-AML plus 5 CD34+ hematopoietic
stem cell donor controls (Figure 1A; supplemental Table 1).
Genomic technologies (Hi-C and gDNA-LRS) were used to
develop a reliable SV detection workflow for complex rearrange-
ments like chromothripsis, and by leveraging transcriptomic data
(Illumina RNA and ONT direct cDNA sequencing), we parallelly
identified fusion transcript and differential gene expression patterns
to highlight potential functional consequences of the complex SVs
detected in CK-AML (Figure 1A).

Our Hi-C SV detection workflow started with visual inspection of all
Hi-C maps for SV BNDs of translocations and inversions
(supplemental Note) (supplemental Figure 1), because automa-
tized BND detection using HiNT15 and hi_c breakfinder14 showed
a high rate of false-positive SVs (supplemental Figure 2). Next, all
putative breakpoints identified by visual inspection in Hi-C maps
were further examined for validation with gDNA-LRS calls. SVs
occurring between different chromosomes (eg, translocations) or
exchanging material from distant parts of a single chromosome (eg,
insertions) create interaction patterns in Hi-C maps, making Hi-C a
suitable tool for cross-validation.

To validate the Hi-C SV BNDs, we mapped onto the Hi-C maps all
the BNDs detected by NanoVar (ONT gDNA-LRS caller)
(supplemental Figure 1). Finally, we integrated the BND data set
with copy number (CN) data from ACE, Absolute Copy number
Estimation (gDNA-LRS) (supplemental Dataset 1) that we vali-
dated with the HiNT tools (Hi-C). The CN output of ACE showed
a high correlation with those retrieved from the HiNT tool
(supplemental Figure 3A-B), and fragments that were <20 kb
were additionally analyzed by visual inspection of CN changes
(supplemental Table 2). In summary, our filtering strategy yielded
a high confident true-positive SV set supported by both Hi-C and
gDNA-LRS and allowed us to understand the real landscape of
the genomic complexity in CK-AML.
14 NOVEMBER 2023 • VOLUME 7, NUMBER 21
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Figure 1. Cohort overview and complex genomic rearrangements detected by our SV detection workflow. (A) Samples from patients with CK-AML (n = 11) were

subjected to genomic sequencing (Hi-C and ONT-GS) for SV detection. In addition, healthy CD34+ stem cell donors (n = 5) and the CK-AML samples were RNA-sequenced

(Illumina RNA-Seq and ONT cDNA Seq) to study the functional consequences of the SVs. (B-C) Hi-C maps of patient CK1-Mut, chromosome 7/8 trans-map (B) and

chromosome 7 cis-map (C). Hi-C breakend regions were inferred based on signal intensity at the breakends and are marked by black squares (named “a” to “h” for simplicity).

Region d was shown to only harbor breakpoint-like patterns in the integrated analysis with NanoVar data. (D) Zoomed in detail of Hi-C maps showing breakends detected by both

Hi-C and NanoVar (green squares with black squares inside). In these cases, the NanoVar SV calls were found to map in the same 10 kb range in which the BND were located

estimated based on Hi-C. In region “e,” we observed an indirect BND-like structure in the upper right corner (black square) without a corresponding NanoVar SV call. Interestingly,

a NanoVar SV pointed out to a small fragment (<5 kb, named N2), also visible in Hi-C but missed in the primary visual inspection. This fragment represents the actual trans-map
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Integrative SV analysis reveals genomic differences

in TP53 mutated vs TP53 wildtype cases

In order to exemplify our SV analysis workflow and results, we
selected 1 CK-AML case (CK1-Mut). The Hi-C map of this sample
showed a complex rearrangement involving chromosome 7 (chr7)
and chr8 (Figure 1B-C). Visual inspection of the Hi-C maps
enabled us to identify 10 putative translocation and inversion BNDs
(black squares), which were not observed in the healthy control
sample (CD34+; Figure 1C). Next, NanoVar SV calls matching to
the Hi-C SV calls were projected onto the Hi-C maps for BND
cross-validation (Figure 1D). Using this approach, 8 of 10 putative
Hi-C breakpoints could be directly verified by NanoVar. The 2
remaining BNDs were shown to actually represent BND-like pat-
terns but not factual BNDs, even if their visual appearance in Hi-C
was very similar to the factual BNDs in Hi-C (Figure 1D); these
BNDs lacked matching NanoVar SV calls and were in a detailed
analysis linked to other fragments of the rearrangement
(Supplemental Figure 4). With our combined approach, the entire
rearrangement could be fully resolved (refer to supplemental
Results; Supplemental Figure 4).

In the next step, we applied our integrative SV analyses to all
CK-AML cases and observed a plethora of complex genomic
rearrangements (Figure 1E). Interestingly, we observed that the
rearrangements were much more pronounced in TP53 mutated
CK-AML cases (hereafter named CK1-Mut to CK5-Mut) than the
cases that were TP53 wildtype (CK6-Wt to CK11-Wt) (Figure 1E;
supplemental Table 1). All TP53-mut cases showed chromo-
thripsis, whereas all of the TP53-Wt cases, except 1(CK6-Wt),
showed only simple rearrangements without chromothripsis (ie,
larger CNVs or simple translocations). The difference in complexity
of the TP53 mutated and TP53 wildtype cases could be observed
by Hi-C alone (Figure 1E; supplemental Dataset 2). However, our
high confidence SV workflow enabled us to examine the micro-
structure of the breakpoint regions of all cases in order to identify
novel rearrangement patterns (supplemental Dataset 3).

Identification of “chromocataclysm”—extremely

locally clustered chromothriptic rearrangements

showing focal amplifications of kilobase and

subkilobase regions of the genome

We subsequently applied our SV detection workflow to all cases in
this cohort (Figure 3A, Supplemental Figure 5). With this workflow,
we could identify a novel phenomenon of extreme high clustering of
SV BNDs in 3 (CK2-Mut, CK3-Mut, and CK-6Wt) of 6 chromo-
thripsis cases (Supplemental Dataset 3). These showed a pattern of
multiple aberrantly connected fragments with a size ranging from
only a few hundred basepairs to a few kilobasepairs (Figure 2A;
supplemental Figure 6A). Of all 122 fragments with a size of <20 kb
that we found in our data set, 107 (87.7%) were present in the 3
cases showing chromocataclysm, further indicating the extreme
local complexity of these cases in comparison with the other
CK-AML cases. (Figure 3A-B). Most SV BNDs were associated with
Figure 1 (continued) BND of chromosome 7/8 in breakpoint region “e” and is depicted a

previously assumed breakend in region “e” was shown to be connected to the N2 fragme

complexity in our cohort: all of the CK-AML cases that were TP53 mutated displayed chro

less complexity. Hi-C BND regions are highlighted by black squares.
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a CN change in close proximity or directly at the BND (CN change
within <5 kb in 66% of all BNDs) (refer to supplemental Results;
supplemental Figure 7A). The highest level of clustering was
detected in 1 CK-AML (CK2-Mut), in which the genomic
complexity reached up to 31 BNDs (inversions and trans-
locations) distributed over a region of just 2.7 kb of size. Notably,
we were able to detect a 297 bp fragment from chr16 as part of
multiple subfragment connections, accompanied by CN changes
inside the fragment (supplemental Figure 6B). The CN gain of this
fragment against the surrounding regions was clearly visible in Hi-
C as well as in the gDNA-LRS data (supplemental Figure 6A-B).
Notably, this fragment was found to be connected with many
other small fragments, which were often <20 kb in size and
showed an elevated CN state, however, connections to larger
chromosomal regions were also seen, leading to an extreme
complex picture of genomic rearrangements in regions of only a
few kb (Figure 2B). We suggest the name “chromocataclysm” for
this phenomenon of extreme local breakpoint clustering that is
accompanied by focal amplifications.

Chromothripsis with extreme local BND clustering

showed breakpoint enrichment at promoters and MIR

elements

Because chromocataclysm events have not been studied so far,
we sought to investigate genomic aspects of these clustered
BNDs. The relative occurrence of SV BNDs in relation to certain
genomic features was investigated against 10 000 random
breakpoints by means of a Mann-Whitney U test, with Benjamin-
Hochberg correction (refer to supplemental Material). We
found an overrepresentation of breakpoints inside gene promoters
(P < .001), introns (P < .001), and an underrepresentation in
intergenic regions (P < .001) (Figure 3C). MIR (mammalian-wide
interspersed repeat) elements are short interspersed nuclear ele-
ments (SINEs) and are divided in 4 subcategories, namely,
MIR, MIRb, MIRc and MIR3.29 In our analysis, we observed a higher
occurrence of breakpoints inside of the MIR subcategory
(P = .002), with an additional enrichment in the vicinity of the MIR
subcategory (average distance, 15 kbp; 95% confidence interval,
10.5-21.6; P = .004). This enrichment was most prominent in the
chromocataclysm rearrangements (Figure 3D-E).

Chromothripsis and chromocataclysm result in novel

fusion transcripts in CK-AML

Next, we wanted to better understand the potential impact of these
complex genomic rearrangements in CK-AML. Thus, we performed
Illumina RNA sequencing and ONT direct cDNA sequencing to
detect candidate fusion genes as well as deregulated expression of
genes that might emerge from the complex SVs. In 9 CK-AML cases,
fusion transcripts were detected based on Illumina RNA sequencing
(n = 6491) and the ONT direct cDNA sequencing (n = 271), which
showed 115 identical fusion transcript calls (Figure 4A; supplemental
Table 4) to be considered as fusion transcripts candidates if 2 cor-
responding genomic BNDs were present to each side of the
lso by a black square inside a green square (for Hi-C and NanoVar support) here. The

nt in cis (data not shown). (E) Based on the Hi-C pattern, we identified 2 regimes of

mothriptic rearrangements, whereas most cases that were TP53 wildtype showed far

14 NOVEMBER 2023 • VOLUME 7, NUMBER 21
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transcript (Figure 4A). This led to a high-curated data set of gene-
fusion of known leukemia-associated transcripts, such as KMT2A
(MLL) andMLLT1 (CK7-Wt; Figure 4B), but also novel fusion events,
such as USP7::MVD (CK2-Mut; Figure 4B), ARGHA-
P44::AC087294.2, ANKRD12::NUP88, PIP4K2B::ARHGAP23,
and MTMR2::PRB1 (supplemental Table 5). Although some of the
fusion partners have already been linked to oncogenesis in AML or
other types of cancer, many fusion events have, to the best of our
knowledge, not been reported yet (see supplemental Note).
Figure 2 (continued) and CK9-Wt have a similar BND connecting chromosomes 19 and

chromocataclysm rearrangement of Chr15 and Chr16 in CK2-Mut, illustrating the extreme

fragments. Blue: CN loss (CN < 1.7). Gray: CN stable (CN 1.7 ≤ x ≤ 2.3). Red: CN gain (

blue lines show inversions (breakends on the same chromosome). Dots connecting the dis

not shown here. If breakends from the displayed regions projected to the nondisplayed re

6526 KLEVER et al
Next, we sought to further evaluate the hypothesis that complex
genomic rearrangements detected in CK-AML can lead to the
activation of oncogenes. For instance, the USP7::MVD gene fusion
(detected in CK2-Mut) resulted from the fusion of the first USP7
exon, including the transcription start site, close to the transcription
start site of MVD (Figure 4B). To test the potential oncogenic
function of this fusion in vitro, we amplified the USP7::MVD fusion
transcript by real-time polymerase chain reaction and cloned it into
a pRSF91 retroviral vector. Transfected in NIH3T3 cells, the
11. (B) Detailed view of some of the most complex regions that are involved in the

local complexity of CNVs and breakends. Bars show the local CN of the involved

CN > 2.3). Black lines show translocations (breakends on 2 different chromosomes),

played regions represent regions that are due to the complexity of the rearrangement

gions, connections were still shown here by blue or black lines.
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USP7::MVD construct increased cell proliferation compared with
empty vector transfected cells; thereby, pointing toward a poten-
tially functional role of this fusion transcript and further supporting
the relevance of these complex rearrangements (Figure 4C-D).

Gene expression analysis revealed a chromothripsis

associated pattern of CN loss and down regulation of

genes in the related genomic regions of CK-AML

cases

Next, Illumina RNA sequencing data were integrated with CNV and
BND information to identify dysregulation of genes in the respec-
tive regions. First, we conducted a differential expression analysis
for individual patients with CK-AML against the combined CD34+

controls. We then sought to identify differentially expressed genes
that were potentially positively correlated with CN change (CN gain
and gene expression upregulation; CN loss and gene expression
downregulation). All genes that showed a CN gain and
14 NOVEMBER 2023 • VOLUME 7, NUMBER 21
upregulation (supplemental Table 6) or a CN loss and down-
regulation (supplemental Table 7) in ≥3 cases, as well as genes
that were disrupted because of SV BNDs occurring in the pro-
moter or gene body and were downregulated (supplemental
Table 8), were further analyzed This selection method was
designed for selecting candidate genes that have a high likelihood
of being relevant to CK-AML pathogenesis (Figure 5A). The CN
gain and upregulation gene set included genes that were already
shown to be amplified in cancer (CEBPD and FBOX32) and, in
part, their overexpression has previously been linked to cancer
(CEBPD, RDH10, ASAP1, ARC, and TRIB1) (supplemental
Dataset 4). Among other cancer-related genes, the CN loss and
downregulation gene set contained many genes with a confirmed
tumor suppressor function (CBFB, IRF5, ETV6, SMADA4, TNK1,
SAMD9L, ZDHHC1, SIAH1, CUX1, ING3, RARRES2, and
CPED1). Interestingly, we found that IMMP2L, one of the candi-
date genes disrupted in a single case, was also affected by CN
loss and gene downregulation events in 4 additional cases
NANOPORE AND HI-C IN COMPLEX KARYOTYPE AML 6527
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(supplemental Dataset 4). Almost all of the 30 loss and down-
regulation candidate genes showed this pattern of CN loss and
downregulation only in cases that we previously identified as
chromothripsis. Only 2 of the candidate genes, ETV6 and LRP6,
showed a CN loss and gene downregulation state in a case that
was not classified as chromothripsis (CK7-Wt) (Figure 5B-C).

To further investigate a potential functional role of these genes in
CK-AML, we compared our data set with AML CN data from The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA).30 This analysis showed that 20 of
30 candidate genes with CN loss and downregulation were also
linked to CN loss cases of the TCGA data set. Actually, these
TCGA CN loss cases were to a high proportion CK-AML cases.
On the other hand, 7 of 8 of the candidate genes with CN gain and
upregulation were reported to be amplified in the TCGA data set
(supplemental Note, supplemental Table 9).

Discussion

By combining Hi-C and ONT gDNA-LRS in patients with CK-AML,
we were able to create a map of genomic aberrations with a pre-
viously unprecedented accuracy. By integrating our Hi-C SV calls
with the data from NanoVar, detection of Hi-C fragments <1 kb in
size has become possible. Such small fragments are extremely
difficult to detect in Hi-C maps alone.31 By applying our SV
6528 KLEVER et al
detection workflow to CK-AML data set, we found that ~50%
(6/11) cases meet the criteria for chromothripsis.

Chromothripsis in cancer is regularly assessed as described by
Korbel and Campbell. These criteria are composed of the
following: (1) clustering of DNA BNDs; (2) oscillating CN patterns;
(3) alternating pattern of retention and loss of heterozygosity; (4)
occurrence on a single parental haplotype; (5) random rejoining of
fragments on the derivative chromosome; and (6) alternation of
BNDs between head and tail paired-end reads.32 Using our com-
bined approach, a large complexity of different features of chro-
mothripsis could be revealed. Rearrangements differed significantly
between cases, however, also within an individual CK-AML
case, we observed strong variation regarding the level of BND
clustering, CN states, presence of small local amplifications around
the BNDs, as well as the relation to specific repetitive regions.

Even cases thought to harbor only a few aberrations based on
karyotyping and primary visual inspection in Hi-C were shown to
actually harbor many features of chromothripsis using our detailed
SV analysis approach. One of the most striking differences to the
original Korbel and Campbell criteria was the high presence of
smaller amplifications clustering in cases with extreme local BND
clustering (CK2-Mut, CK3-Mut, and CK6-Wt), but also pro-
nouncedly in the form of larger sized amplifications (CK4-Mut),
14 NOVEMBER 2023 • VOLUME 7, NUMBER 21
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which did not show such extreme BND clustering. Although
chromothripsis is currently thought to be a single event, our data
provide evidence that, in individual cases, chromothripsis events
have possibly occurred independently. These rearrangements can
show extreme BND clustering patterns, which we term as “chro-
mocataclysm,” whereas other rearrangements in the same case
can show a much lower level of local BND clustering. Furthermore,
these events were not physically linked to each other.

The huge variation of features in our cohort showed to some
degree also the features of the recently introduced categories of
chromoplexy and chromoanasynthesis.10,11,33-35 Especially the
presence of elevated CN state fragments and involvement of many
chromosomes in some of our cases shows similarities to the
concept of chromoanasynthesis that was yet thought to be a germ
line-related phenomenon. However, the very complex and diverse
features of the CK-AML–associated rearrangements discovered
with our high resolution SV detection pipeline, leads to the
hypothesis that the categories of chromothripsis, chromoplexy, and
chromoanasynthesis are not fully delimited entities but rather
represent a continuum of features of very complex rearrangements
in cancer.

In the chromocataclysm cases, we found an enrichment of SV
BNDs close to MIR elements. These elements were already shown
to be associated with open chromatin and harbor enhancer func-
tions in AML.36,37 These regulatory elements that are closely
related to the breakpoints in the chromocataclysm cases could
cause a local dysregulation of gene expression around the break-
points. Although the potentially functional role of MIR repeats in
chromocataclysm remains to be elucidated in further functional
studies, the association of BNDs to MIR repeats was interestingly
the strongest in the most complex of our cases (CK2-Mut).

Combining our gDNA strategy with RNA-based approaches
allowed us also to identify fusion transcripts with a very high
accuracy, both known as well as novel fusion transcripts, such
as USP7::MVD. USP7 is known to play an important role in the
TP53/MDM2 network in many different ways, one of them is the
stabilization of TP53.38,39 The fusion of USP7 to MVD leads to a
functional deletion of 1 of the USP7 alleles. In accordance, partial
knockdown of USP7 was shown to cause the destabilization of
TP53,39 and the TP53 expression level were by far the lowest in
CK2-Mut, which also showed mutation in 1 allele of TP53. Thus,
we hypothesize that the fusion transcript USP7::MVD influences
the TP53/MDM2 network that contributes to the emergence of
additional chromothripsis and/or chromocataclysm events in CK-
AML.

By looking at gene expression changes that were associated with
CN alterations or gene disruptions in our CK-AML cases, we could
further delineate a list of potential CK-AML driver candidate genes.
The potential pathogenic impact of these genes is further under-
lined by their exclusive location in regions that are known to be
recurrently affected by CN changes in CK-AML. The almost
exclusive association of CN loss and gene downregulation events
in our candidate gene list suggests that these events may have an
important role in CK-AML with chromothripsis. This can help to
distinguish these cases from other CK-AML cases, which might
help to further refine CK-AML management. In line with the
enrichment of breakpoints in promoter regions, our results show
how complex SVs can influence CK-AML pathogenesis by the
14 NOVEMBER 2023 • VOLUME 7, NUMBER 21
disruption of specific tumor suppressor genes and activation of
oncogenes in regions of BND and CNV clustering.

In line with a recent study in AML combining Hi-C and whole-
genome sequencing,40 our workflow integrating gDNA-LRS and
Hi-C sequencing has the potential to provide an even more pre-
cise picture of SVs in tumors with complex genomic rearrange-
ments, thereby enabling us to discover novel features of
chromothripsis and SVs of potential functional impact. The main
strength of our approach lies in the integration of 2 very different
technologies that are not likely to suffer from the same bias,
therefore, strongly reducing false-positive results. Another impor-
tant advantage compared with approaches based on short-read
sequencing is the possibility of long-read sequencing to span
repetitive regions.8,41,42 In our data set, 58% of all found break-
points in the chromothripsis cases and 43% of all breakpoints in
the cases with chromocataclysm were located in repetitive
regions. The application of this workflow to various other cancers
in the future could greatly enhance the understanding of the role of
SVs in cancer and potentially lead to novel therapeutic options for
patients in need.
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